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in reaction to the very rules which uncontradicted previous
experience pronounced to be universally valid: man is inven-
tive in good and in evil. Therefore k may happen that "ex-
perience upon other data [than the actual circumstances of the
case], is of all things the most delusive."83

It follows from this that history is only of. very limited
value. From history "much political wisdom maybe learned,"
but only "as habit, not as precept." History is liable to tutn
mafl's understanding from "the business before him" to mis-
leading analogies, and men are naturally inclined to succumb
to that temptation. For it requires a much greltet effort to
articulate a hitherto unarticulated situation in its particular
character than to interpret it in the light of precedents which
have been articulated abeady. "I have constantly observed,"
Burke says, "that the generality ol people are fifty yea$, at
least, bchind hand in their politics . . . in books everything is
settled for them, without the exertion of. any considerable dili-
gence or sagacity. " This is not to deny that the politician
sometities needs history f.or the sake of "the business before
him." Reason and good sense absolutely prescribe, e.g.,
"whenever we are involved in difficultie s from the measures
we have pursued, that we should take a srict review of those
measures" or that we should "enter into the most ample his-
torical detail." History has this in comrhon with practical
wisdom*that both are concerned with particulars; and'it has
this in common with theory-thar the obiects of history, i.e.,
past actions or tfansactions (acta), are not obiects 6f axion
proper (agend,a), i.e., things which we have to do now. Thus
history, or "retrospective wisdom," createEJhe delusion that
it could "serve admirably to reconcile the old quarrel between
speculation and practice. " sa

Another way in which men try to evade the hardship in-
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volved in articulating and handling dificult situations is le-
galism. They sometimes act on the assumption that political
questions proper, which, as such, concern the here and now,
can be fully answered by recourse ro law, which, as such, is
concerned with universals. It is with a view ro this difference
between the prudential and the legal that Burke calls the legal
tpproach sometimes "speculative" or "metaphysical." Hc
contrasts "the limited and fixed" character of the legal, which
is "adapted to ordinary occasions," with the prudential,
which alone can guide men "when i new and troubled scene is
oPen6d."ao

Theory, then, is capable of a simplicity, uniformity, or ex-
actness which ptactical wisdom necessarily lacks. It is charac-
teristic of the rheory which regards man and the affairs of men
that it be primarily concerned either with the best or simply
iust order or with the stare of nature. In both forms theory is
primarily concerned with the simplest case . This simple case
never occurs in practice; no act:ual ordcr is simply iust, and
every social order is fundamenmlly different from the state of
nature . Therefore, practical wisdom always has to do with ex-
ceptions, modifications, balances, compromiscs, or mixtures.
"These metaphysical rights entering into common life, like
rays of light which pierce into a dense mcdium are, by the
laws of nature, refracted from their straight line." Since "the
oblects of society arc of. the greatest possible complcxity,"
"the primitive rights of men" cannot continue "in thc sim-
plicity of their original direction"; "and in proportion as
[these rights] are metaphysically rrue, rhey are morally and
politically false." Practical wisdom, in contradistinction to
theory, requires, therefore, "the most delicate and compli-
cated skill," a skill which arises only from long and varied
practice.s6
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On the other hand, Burke chancterizcs theory as "subtlc"
or "refined" and sees in simplicity or plainness an essential
chartcter of sound politics: "refined policy has ever been thc
parcot of confusion." The wants for which society has to pro-
vide and the duties to which it has to conform may be said to
be known to everyonc through his feelings and his conscicncc.
Political theory raises the question regarding the best solution
to the political problem. For this Purpose, to say nothing of
othefs, it transcends thc limits of common expericnce: it is
''refined." The man of civil discretion is vaguely ^wure 

of the
best solution but is clearly aware of which modification of the
best solution is appropriate in the circumstances. To take an
example from the pre sent day, he is aware of the fact that at
present only "a wider, if a simpler culture"sT is possible. The
clarrity required for sound action is not necessarily enhanced by
cnhanced clarity about the best solution or by enhanced theo-
rctical cLatity of. any other kind: the clear light of the ivory
tower or, for that matter, of the ltborutory obscures political
things by impairing the medium in which they exist. h r.ey
require "the most delicate and complicated skill" to devise a
policy which agrees tolerably well with the ends of govetn-
metrt in a given situation. But such a policy is a failure if thc
people cannot see its soundness: "refincd policy" is destructivc
of trust and hence of full obedience. Policy rpust be "plain" as
regards "all broader grounds of policy," whereas it iq no.t
nccessary that "the gound of. a paticalar mcasure, makiag a
part of a pLan" should "suit the ordinary capacities oJ those
who are to enioy it" or even that that ground should be di-
vulged to them. "In the most essential point," "thc less in-
quiring" can be and ought to be, by virtue of "their feelings
and their exprience," "on 

^ P$ with the most wise and
knowing."aa
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Furthermore, practice presupposes attachment to a pafticu-
lat ot, more precisely, to "otre's own" (one's country, ofle's
people, one's religious group, and the like), whereas theory is
detached. To be attached to something means to care for it, to
hwe a concern with it, to be affected by it, or to have a stake
in it. Practical matters, as distinguished from theoretical ones,
"come home to the business and bosoms of men." The theo-
retician as such is no more interested in his own case or in the
case of his own group than in any other. He is impardal and
neuual, not to say "cold and languid. " "Speculators ought to
be neutral. A minister cannot be so. " Acting man is nece ssarily
and legitimately partial to what is his own; it is his duty to
take sides. Burke does not mean that the theoretician must
not pass "value iudgments" but that, as theoretician, he is a
partisan of excellence regardless of when and where it is
found; he unqualifiedly prefers the good to what is his own.
Acting man, however, is primarily concerned with what is his
own, with what is neafest and dearest to him, however de-
ficient in excellence it may be. The horizon of practice is neces-
sarily narrower than that of theory. By opening up a larger
vista, by thus revealing the limitations of any practical pur-
suit, theory is liable to endanger full devotion to practice.8e

Practice lacks the freedom of theory also because it cannot
wait: "we must submit . . . affaks to time." Prtctical thought
is thought with a view to some deadline. It is concerned with
the most imminent rathet than with the most eligible. It lacks
the ease aod the leisure of theory. It does not permit man "to
evade an opinion" or to suspend his iudgment. Therefore, it
must rest satisfied with a lower degree of. clarity or certainty
than theoretical thought. Every theoretical "decision" is re-
versible; actions are irreversible. Theory can and must ever
againbegin from the beginning. The very question of the best
social order means that one "moots cases . . . on the supposed
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ruin of the constitution," i.e., that one does something which
inpractical thought would bespeak "abadhabit." In contra-
distinction to theory, practice is limited by past decisions and,
therefore, by what is established. In human affairs, possession
passes {or a title, whereas there is no presumption in lavot of
the accepted view in theoretical matters.e0

Speculation, being essentially "private," is concerned with
the truth without any regard to public opinion. But "national
measures" or "political problems do not primarily concern
truth or falsehood. They relate to good or evil. " They relate to
peace and "mutual convenience," and their satisfactory han-
dling requires''unsuspecting confidence, " consent, agreement,
and compromise. Political action requires "a iudicious man-
agement of the temper of the people. " Even in giving "a direc-
tion . . . to the general sense of the community," it must
"follow . . . the public inclination." Regardless of what one
might have to think of "the abstract value of the voice of the
people, . . . opinion, the great support of the State, [depends]
entirely upon that voice." Hence it may easily happen that
what is metaphysically true is politically false. "Established
opinions," "allowed opinions which contribute so much to
the public tranquillity," must not be shaken, although they
are not "infallible." Preiudices must be "appeased." Political
life requires that fundamental principles proper, which, as
such, transcend the established constitution, be kept ifl a.state
of dormancy. Temporary solurions of continuity must be
"kept from the eye," or a "politic, well-wrought,veil" must
be thrown over them. "There is a sacred veil to be drawn over
the beginnings of all governments." Whereas speculation is
"innovatin g," whereas the "waters" of science "must be
troubled, before they can exert their virtues," pfactice must
keep as closely as possible to precedent, example, and tradi-
tion: "old custom ... . is the great support of all the govern-
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ments in the world." Society rests, indeed, on consent. yct thc
consent cannot be achieved by reasoning alone, and in particu-
lar not by the mere calculation of the advantages of living to-
gethet-a calculation which may be completed in a brief span
of time-but solely by habits and preiudices which grow up
only in long periods. Whereas theory reiects error, preiudicc,
or superstition, the statesmao puts these to use.er

The intrusion of theory into politics is liable ro have an
uflsettling and inflaming effect. No actual social order is per-
fect. "Speculative inquiries" neLessarily bring to light the
imperfect character of the established order. If these inquiries
are introduced into political discussion, which, of necessity,
lacks "the coolness of philosophic inquiry," they are liablc
"to raise discontent in the people" in regard to the establishcd
order, discontent which may make rztiofialreform impossiblc.
The most legitimate theoretical problems become, in the po-
litical arena, "vexatious questions" and cause "a spirit ofliti-
gation" and "fanaticism." Considerations transcending "the
arguments of srates aod kingdoms" must be left "to the
schools; for there only they may be discussed with safety."ez

As may be infered from the preceding paragraphs, Burke is
not conrenr with defending pracrical wisdom against thc en-
croachmenrs of theoretical science. He parts company with thc
Aristotelian tradirion by disparaging theory and espccially
metaphysics. He uses "meraphysics" and "mctaphysician',
frequently in a derogarory sense. There is a connection be.
tween this usage and the fact that he regards Aristotle's nrtu-
ral philosophy as "unwothy of him," whereas hc conoidem
Epicurean physics to be "the rnost approaching to rationrl."gr
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There is a connection between his strictures on metaphysics
and the skeptical tendencies of his contemporaries Humc and
Rousseau. At least so much must be said that Burke's distinc-
tion between theory and practice is radically different from
Aristotle 's, since it is not based on a clear conviction of the
ultimate superiority of theory or of the theoretical life.

For the support of this contention, we do not have to rely
entirely on a general impression derived from Burke's usage
and the bent of his thought. He wrote one theoretical work:
A Pbitosopbical, Inquirl into tlte )rigin of Oar lileas of tbe Sublimc
and Beautiful.In that work he speaks in a nonpolemical tone
about the limitations of theoretic science: "When we go but
one step beyond the immediate sensible qualities of things, we
go out of our depth. AII we do after is but a faint struggle, that
iho*r we are in an element which does not belong to us."
Our knowledge of bodily and mental phenomena is limited to
the manner of their operation, to their How; it can never reach
their Why. The very title of the inquiry reveals the ancestry of
Burke 's sole theoretic effort; it is reminiscent of Locke and of
Burke 's acquaintance, Hume. Of Locke, Burke says that "the
authority of this great rr,an is doubtless as Sreat as that of any
man can be." The most important thesis of the Sublinac qnd
Bea*tiful is in perfect agreement with British sensualism and in
explicit opposition to the classics; Burke denies that there is a
connection between beauty, on the one hand, and perfection,
proportion, viftue, convenience, order, fitness, and any other
such "creatures of the understanding," on the other. That is to
say, he refuses to understand visible or sensible beauty in the
light of intellectual beauty.ea

Th. .mrt.ipation of sensible beauty frorn its traditionally
assumed directedness toward intellectual beauty foreshadows
of accompanies a certain emancipation of sentiment and in-
stinct from reason , ot a cettain depreciation ofreason. It is this
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novel attitudc towafd reason which accounts for the nonclas-
sical overtones in Burke's remarks on the difference between
theory aad practice. Burke's opposition to modern "tational-
ism" shifts almost insensibly into an opposition to "rational-
ism" as such.es What he says about the defrciencies of reason is
indeed p$dy raditional. On some occasions he does not go
beyond depreciating the iudgment of the individual in favor of
"the ludgment of the human rlce," the wisdom of "the
species" or "the ancient, permanent.sense of mankind," i.e.,
the conscns*s gentiarn. On other occasions he doe s not go beyond
depreciating the experience which the individual can acquire
in favor of the much more extensive and varied experience of
"a long succession of generations" or of "the collected reason
of ages."so The novel element in Burke's critique of reason re-
veals itself least ambiguously in its most important practical
consequence: he relects the view that constitutions can be
"made" in favor of the view that they must "grow"; he there-
fore relects in particular the view that the best social order can
bc or ought to be the work of an individual, of a wise "legisla-
tor" or founder.eT

To see this more cleaily, it is necessary to conffast Burke's
view of the British constitution, which he regarded, to say the
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